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Welcome to the Kingdom of Vikings
Historical exhibitions, SIGHTS and festivals in Vestfold

VIKING FESTIVALS VESTFOLD

Tønsberg Middelalderfestival
2. - 4. June 2017 
tonsbergmiddelalderfestival.no

Midgard Vikingfestival
1. - 2. July 2017 
midgardsenteret.no

Midgardsblot Metal Festival
17. - 19. Aug. 2017
midgardsblot.noTønsberg Viking Festival 

8. - 10. Sept. 2017
vikingsaga.no 

Re Middelalderdager 
9. - 11. Feb. 2018 
remiddelalderdager.no

Borrekaupangen
6. - 8. July 2018 
borrevikinglag.com

www.visitvestfold.com

Photo by: Espen Winther  Design by: njol.no

@vikingsfestivalsvestfold/vikingfestivals/vikingfestivalsvestfold
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B I L L E T T E R :  W W W . T I C K E T M A S T E R . N O       W W W . F A C E B O O K . C O M / R A D A R B O O K I N G

SENTRUM SCENE, SØNDAG 26. FEBRUAR KL. 19:00
FRI ALDER PA GALLERIET, 18 ARS ALDERSGRENSE I HOVEDSAL. WWW.HEVYDEVY.COM 

SENTRUM SCENE, SØNDAG 26. FEBRUAR KL. 19:00
FRI ALDER PA GALLERIET, 18 ARS ALDERSGRENSE I HOVEDSAL. WWW.HEVYDEVY.COM 

USF VERFTET, LØRDAG 25. FEBRUAR KL. 19:00
18 ARS ALDERSGRENSE. WWW.HEVYDEVY.COM

USF VERFTET, LØRDAG 25. FEBRUAR KL. 19:00
18 ARS ALDERSGRENSE. WWW.HEVYDEVY.COM

SUPPORT: LITTLE ANNIE
OSLO @ ROCKEFELLER, ONSDAG 8. MARS

TRONDHEIM @ BYSCENEN, FREDAG 10. MARS
W W W . F A C E B O O K . C O M / S W A N S O F F I C I A L  

JOHN DEE, ONSDAG 19. APRIL KL. 20:00
WWW.SOENMUSIC.COM 

PARKTEATRET, FREDAG 28. APRIL KL. 20:00
WWW.HATEBREED.COM 

POKALEN, LØRDAG 13. MAI KL. 20:00
WWW.SAINTVITUSBAND.COM

PARKTEATRET, FREDAG 19. MAI KL. 19:00
WWW.VADER.PL  WWW.DECAPITATEDBAND.NET 

PARKTEATRET, ONSDAG 26. APRIL KL. 20:00
WWW.WITTR.COM

PARKTEATRET, ONSDAG 26. APRIL KL. 20:00
WWW.WITTR.COM

OBLITERATION

THY DISEASE
+ SUPPORT  

POKALEN, FREDAG 5. MAI KL. 20:00
WWW.BOLZER.CH 

JOHN DEE, FREDAG 5. MAI KL. 20:00
WWW.INSOMNIUM.NET

WOLFHEART

TROMSØ @ BUKTA FESTIVAL, TORSDAG 20. JULI
OSLO @ BLA, FREDAG 21. JULI

F L E K K E F J O R D  @  F J E L L P A R K F E S T I V A L E N ,
L Ø R D A G  2 2 .  J U L I

W W W . F A C E B O O K . C O M / E L D E R O F F I C I A L

STAVANGER @ FOLKEN, TORSDAG 17. AUGUST
BERGEN @ HULEN, FREDAG 18. AUGUST

HORTEN @ MIDGARDSBLOT, LØRDAG 19. AUGUST
WWW.ORANSSIPAZUZU.COM 

OSLO @  BLA, TORSDAG 31. AUGUST
STAVANGER @ FOLKEN, FREDAG 1. SEPTEMBER

BERGEN @ HULEN, LØRDAG 2. SEPTEMBER
WWW.THE-HAUNTED.COM

2 4 .– 2 6 .  A U G U S T
B E Y O N D  T H E  G A T E S ,  B E R G E N

W W W . T H E T R U E M A Y H E M . C O M  

DE MYSTERIIS DOM SATHANAS
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I
nferno Metal Festival is back for the 17th time this year! The annual black Easter tradition that has changed
the way Easter used to be for many metalheads all over the world. The time of the year where the head-

bangers have Oslo for themselves – while the rest of Oslo's citizens travel to the mountains to go skiing, do
some ice fishing and eat Kvikk Lunsj. As good as a trip to the Norwegian mountains may sound – we metal
maniacs prefer to listen to hard music and go to this place where the decibels race called Inferno Metal 
Festival. Lucky for us – because we love having you here!

N
ew for this year is a that we have a new official Inferno hotel called Scandic St. Olavs Plass. Well, 
almost new, since this is the first hotel we used, back when it was called Scandic Edderkoppen. The

reason for us moving is simply that Royal Christiania Hotel will be renovated and therefore closed for two
years. Scandic St. Olavs Plass is newly renovated so it is perfect for us to have a new base here. The hotel
looks really good with a lot of space for all the madness to take place.

W
e got an exciting line-up this year. Especially for those of you who like your metal old school. The
grandfathers of black metal is here, Venom Inc, to serve Venom classics. One of the very first death

metal bands, Possessed, will also join to perform their legendary songs. And what about the 30-years anniver-
sary for Samael where they will play songs from their first four albums and a couple of new ones? And also
Gorgoroth will do an anniversary set in honor of their 25 years in black metal. And we sure as hell will get a 
lot of Immortal when Abbath hits the stage and spread the cold winter over us all.

A
s always we have a close look at what is happening in the underground. Check out some of our curiosities
that are rare to see or completely new to the scene. Bands like Furze, Tangorodrim, Slegest, Whoredom

Rife, Nachash and many more are worth your time and you won't regret attending these shows. And I can 
assure you that you are not gonna regret attending Inferno Metal Festival 2017! Welcome to the festival!

Cheers,
Runar Pettersen

INFERNO 
METAL FESTIVAL
Oslo, Norway
12. – 15. April, 2017
Rockefeller/John DEE – Vulkan 
Blå – Pokalen – Parkteatret
Revolver – Sentralen

TICKETS:
4-day festival pass (including club night)
NOK 1800 
3-day festival pass (without club night) 
NOK 1500,- (included ticket fee)
One day tickets (Thursday – Friday – 
Saturday) NOK 600,- (included ticket fee)
One day tickets club night 
NOK 460,- (included ticket fee)
Inferno Music Conference 
NOK 490,- (without Inferno pass) 
NOK 2050,- (with 4-day pass) Can only be
bought at our website.
Age limit: 18 years.
Bring your ID to avoid disappointment.
Tickets available at Ticketmaster
(www.ticketmaster.no).
Phone: +47 81 53 31 33
www.infernofestival.net

WELCOME TO INFERNO METAL FESTIVAL 2017!WELCOME TO INFERNO METAL FESTIVAL 2017!

www.kulturradet.nowww.metal-hammer.de www.musicnorway.no www.radiorox.nowww.scream.nowww.metalhammer.itwww.metalhammer.co.uk

www.scandichotels.no

www.cinemateket.no

www.rockefeller.no www.johndee.no www.vulkan.no www.pokalen.no www.blaaoslo.no www.revolveroslo.no www.parkteatret.no

www.metalhammer.no

www.sentralen.no

www.rockerilla.com
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WEDNESDAY APR IL  12 . 
–  CLUB N IGHT

VULKAN ARENA

BORKNAGAR (NO)
It is now more than 20 years since Borknagar 
released their self-titled debut album. The band has
always strived to progress and take things a step
further – while keeping to their musical roots.
Something you can hear on their 10th studio album
“Winter Thrice” that was released last year. Inferno
Metal Festival was actually co-founded by Borkna-
gar guitarist Jens F. Ryland and Borknagar was the
first band to headline Inferno Metal Festival in 2001
together with Enslaved. They will now return to 
Inferno Metal Festival and give the audience a 
musical experience only Borknagar can give.

RED HARVEST (NO)
Red Harvest was founded back in 1989 and was
one of the most active live bands in the Norwegian
metal scene for a long period. Red Harvest's 
music is often labeled as industrial metal – but
Red Harvest is so much more than a band you can
only put one label on, and the band has always
surprised their audience. In 2010, however, Red
Harvest was put to sleep – but finally the band is
back to give their fans a long-awaited return. Red
Harvest has not played in their hometown, Oslo,
since 2009 and it is with great pleasure we bring
back Red Harvest to Inferno Metal Festival!

TBA

BEFOULED (NO)
Befouled from Østfold might just be Norway's best
kept secret. Until now! This is brutal old school
death metal that will rip your ears out. The mem-
bers of the bands are no stranger to the Norwegian
scene consisting of members and ex-member of
such bands as Mork, Hideous Deformity, Mecalimb,
Dauden and Scars. If you looking for some serious
brutal stuff – Befouled is the band to check out!

POKALEN – The Great Northern Distribution Stage

FURZE (NO)
This obscure and ever-changing Norwegian black
metal band is rare to witness on a stage. Only a
few local live-appearances in the Oslo-area have
ever happened and now a wider audience attend-
ing Inferno Metal Festival 2017 will finally have the
chance to see Furze live! After a period of heavy
psychedelic and doom-oriented influences it seems
like Furze were returning to it's Black Metal roots
on the latest album "Baphomet Wade" released 
by Fresh Tea in 2015. It's much darker and more 
extreme than the last albums and a pleasure to
hear the Furze-style riffs that was heavily present
on the first cult records "Trident Autocrat" and
"Necromanzee Cogent". Prepare for a special long
show to end this unholy night at Pokalen!

TANGORODRIM (IL)
History will be made when Tangorodrim enter the
stage during Inferno Metal Festival 2017 since just a
few to basically no-one at the festival have ever seen
this band live before. Tangorodrim was formed in Tel
Aviv, Israel, in 1996 and quickly delivered their two
first albums "Unholy Metal Way" and "Those Who 
Unleashed". These albums were later re-released 
on CD by Apocalyptic Empire Records - who will also
release them for the first time ever on vinyl in early
2017. In total Tangorodrim have release five albums,
but always stayed in the shadows and not been inter-
ested in playing much live. Their gig at Inferno 2017
will be a very special event – considering it will only
be their second gig in 21 years after their so far only
gig in Israel in 2013! Prepare for alcohol-fueled, dirty
and unholy metal praised in the underground as the
ultimate homage to the first and second wave of
black metal (Hellhammer, Bathory and Darkthrone)
without drowning in the tsunami of countless 80s
clones and so-called old-school bands.

WHIP (NO)
Formed all the way back in ‘98, Whip has been
known in the underground for a long line of fero-
cious gigs. They released their long awaited 
debut EP "Unholy" in 2013. The debut album was
released on LP in December of the same year, and
was met with great reviews. By popular demand,
the album is now also available on CD and MC.
After a long time of being a pure live band, time
has now come for releasing the material they have
recorded throughout the years. The “Godfucking
and Wardreams” and “Primitive Slaughter”
demos are now available digitally. Whip is now 
releasing a new EP and their second album 
“Contra Mundum”, with many more still to come.
Whip’s style is hard, furious, full of influences from
black metal, thrash metal, grindcore, crust-punk
and death metal. Akin to bands such as Nifelheim,
Terrorizer and Impaled Nazarene. Prepare for a
hellacious show of rancid relentless death thrash!

NACHASH (NO)
Nachash released a bombshell of a debut cas-
sette EP released by Unborn Productions in 2015.
Limited to only 300 tapes, it took the underground
by storm and the demand for a more "easy" format
became evident after a while. Now the cassette
has been re-pressed on a limited edition CD and a
on vinyl. The word in the underground was that
this was a new fresh breath in the Norwegian
black metal scene. A band heavily influenced by
old greatness such as Mercyful Fate and Master's
Hammer. With only this EP released the band was
handpicked to play at festivals like Live Evil Berlin
in Germany and Metal Magic in Denmark in 2016.
The band is now currently working on their first
full-length that is set to be released by the Ameri-
can label Shadow Kingdom Records in 2017.

PARKTEATERET – Terratur Possessions Stage

DEUS MORTEM (PL)
The latest signing to Terratur Possessions is none
other than Deus Mortem! Despite having members
from well established bands such as Behemoth, 
Infernal War, Thunderbolt, Azarath, Tortorum (...and
the list continues) the band has never really gotten
the attention that they rightfully deserve. It's time 
to change that! Together with Malignant Voices,
Terratur Possessions will release their debut LP
and a brand new MLP in time for their appearance
at Inferno Festival! For reference, Deus Mortem
could be described as influenced by Aura Noir,
Bathory, Dissection and Dark Funeral – underlining
the fact that influence is drawn from the above
mentioned bands old material.

WHOREDOM RIFE (NO)
The latest sensation emerging from Trondheim,
Whoredom Rife is a name that you should take
heed of straight away. After the critically ac-
claimed MLP released in 2016, the future looks
darkly promising as they're already hard at work
on a second full length! The aim is to release their
debut at this event, and who knows? … Maybe
there will be a special edition just for this seance?
Imagine the bastard child of Dissection and 
Emperor birthed in Nidrosian darkness, and 
you have Whoredom Rife.

SLIDHR (IE/IS)
J. Deegan's entity Slidhr has become something
much bigger than what started as a one man
black metal band back in 2005. With his hench-
men from Sinmara as a backing band, a relentless
assault is formed. As a fan from the beginning, it
was with immense pleasure Terratur Possessions
was chosen to release the “Spit Of The Apostate”
MLP – A release filled to the brim with furious
Black Metal, drawing inspiration from all genres
and executed without getting artsy about it. Filthy,
furious black metal.

DARVAZA (IT/SE)
Garnering a good amount of attention these days,
and rightfully so, Darvaza have quickly created
quite a reputation for themselves. With two suc-
cessful EPs yet only a handful of gigs under their
belt, all stunning performances, the band have 
upcoming gigs around Europe for months to
come. New material is in the works, and it can be
confidently stated that their performance is going
to be one of the highlights of Inferno 2017. Raw,
filthy, old school black metal delivered with no
gimmicks, just fiery pure devotion.

Borknagar
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THURSDAY APR IL  13 .
ROCKEFELLER

CARCASS (UK)
UK legends Carcass have released several classic
albums over the years and changed the trajectory
of extreme metal with each consecutive release.
Whether it was inventing goregrind with the first
two albums or creating the template for melodic
death metal during the 90s – Carcass has always
made records by which bars were set and rules
were broken. After breaking up in 1996 after 
releasing “Swansong”, the band finally got back
together after many years and in 2013 they 
released “Surgical Steel” to great acclaim from
both critics and fans. Carcass are now ready for
Inferno Metal Festival for the very first time and
have no doubts – this concert will be legendary!

TBA

VENOM INC. (UK)
Are you in league with Satan? Are you at war with
Satan? The Seven Gates of Hell will be opened!
Welcome to Hell! This is Venom Inc. consisting 
of the line-up that recorded the classic Venom 
albums “Prime Evil”, “Temples of Ice” and “The
Waste Lands”. Yes, original Venom members 
Abbadon and Mantas are back, together with 
Demolition Man. The godfathers of black metal
are ready for Inferno Metal Festival with supreme
classics like “Witching Hour”, “Warhead”,
“Countess Bathory”, “Die Hard”, “In Nomine
Sathanas”, “Black Metal” and many more! Lay
down your soul to the gods rock `n' roll!

HELHEIM (NO)
Helheim, the pioneers of Norwegian viking metal,
have been active since 1992. Since then the band

has released eight full-length albums of viking
hymns. Helheim has just released a new record
called “landawarijaR” to top notch reviews. A great
record where the viking spirit is strong. Also their
performance at Inferno Metal Festival 2017 will be
strong when they return to festival for the 4th time!

JOHN DEE

PILLORIAN (US)
Pillorian was formed in early Summer of 2016 by
Stephen Parker (Maestus, ex-Arkhum), John
Haughm (ex-Agalloch), and Trevor Matthews 
(Uada, ex-Infernus) with the goal to create a
unique, sinister, and twisted style of dark/black
metal. Fusing haunting melodies with avantgarde
structures, dark folk elements and blackened
walls of furious sound; the music of Pillorian is the
perfect aural definition of its namesake. The band
recently signed to Eisenwald Records in Germany
and will be releasing their debut album in 2017.

AZARATH (PL)
Azarath is a black/death metal band, formed in
October 1998 by Inferno from Behemoth, Bruno
and D. from Damnation, in Tczew, Poland. The 
first recordings were the “Traitors” demo and
“Promo'2000”. Since then the band has released
five full-length records. Polish death metal is well-
known all over the world for its high standard and
Azarath are definitive no exception. This is pure
polish quality and brutal as hell!

PANZERFAUST (CA)
Hailing from Canada, Panzerfaust was formed in
2005 as a project intended to create lawless music,
and pursue unfettered ideas. In their view, nothing
is safe, and nothing is sacred. Sonically speaking,

the music has twisted and transformed through the
years, all whilst holding to their demented roots.
Testament to this is the destructive symbiosis be-
tween aural abrasiveness and a madness-inducing
live show that they have been able to create. Panz-
er faust declares "The War of All Against All."

AGE OF WOE (SE)
Sweden's Age of Woe combines classic death metal
with the sound of crust punk. Despite being from
Gothenburg, Age of Woe has more of a sound similar
to the Stockholm scene and there is a lot of Entombed
and Dismember in the riffs. The band released their
new brutal opus last year called “An Ill Wind Blow-
ing”. Simply a mind blowing piece of metal.

REVOLVER – Nachspiel

NETHERBIRD (SE)
Swedish Netherbird are a melodic black metal
band that was formed in Stockholm in 2004.  The
band has released a huge number of EPs and sin-
gles, and 4 full-length albums. The latest one is last
years “The Grander Voyage”. A melodic piece of
dark art with a refreshing and original take on the
second wave of black metal. The members of the
band has experience from many famous Swedish
acts such as Terminal Prospect, Valkyrja, Riket,
Therion, Amon Amarth and A Canorous Quintet.

HEAVYDEATH (SE)
Last year Sweden's HeavyDeath released their
second full-length album called In Circles We Die.
A doomish death metal masterpiece that will make
your skin crawl. This supreme music is created by
a trio put together with members from Runemagick,
Katatonia and Necrocurse. Their songs are epic
while wrapped in an old school filthy doom sound.

Venom Inc.

BLÅ – Dark Essence Stage

HAIL SPIRIT NOIR (GR)
Hail Spirit Noir, whose lineup is composed of
Haris (Katavasia, Transcending Bizarre?) on
synths, Theoharis (Transcending Bizarre?, Rex
Mundi) on guitars and vocals, and J Demian
(Blackdrawn, Dol Ammad, Warderum, Transcend-
ing Bizarre?) on bass and acoustic guitars, was
formed in Thessaloniki, Greece in 2010. Whilst 
Hail Spirit Noir describe their sound as "retro, yet
modern", No Clean Singing had a much fuller take
on what the band is all about: "The infernally 
creative music of Hail Spirit Noir has always been
very hard to pin down. In attempting to describe
their strange hybrid of music you could fumble
around with combinations of words that include
“black metal”, “psychedelic”, “progressive”, 
“occult”, and “retro-rock” in an attempt to describe
the sonic potions they have brewed, but an all-
encompassing description remains elusive. 
There is a dark animating spirit and an ingenious

intelligence behind the songs, but no two of them
sound quite alike".

SULPHUR (NO)
Formed in 2000 with current and former members
of bands such as Gorgoroth, Enslaved, Aeturnus
and Vulture Industries; Sulphur is a force to be
reckoned with. Starting out originally as Taakeriket,
which was essentially a Black Metal band, Sulphur
now follows a direction that straddles the line 
between death and black metal, spiced up with 
a progressive mindset. Now, with a lineup that 
includes Thomas Skinlo Høyven on vocals, Øyvind
Madsen on guitars, keys and programming, Vegard
Hovland on bass, Erik Hæggernes on drums and
guitarist Martin Lynn Ytrøy, and with two hugely
successful albums released on Dark Essence
Records, Sulphur are proving that not only are the
crowd pleasers in the studio, but also on the stage.

SARKOM (NO)
Norwegian black metal band Sarkom was formed

back in 2003 in Lørenskog. After releasing one demo
tape in 2004 the band landed a deal with Twilight 
Vertrieb for the release of their debut album “Aggrava-
tion of Mind” in 2006. In 2013 Sarkom signed with Dark
Essence Records and released their  album “Dooms-
day Elite”. Now the band has a brand new record out,
called “Anti-Cosmic Art”, and are ready to perform at
Inferno Metal Festival 2017! Hold on to something
tight, Sarkom is back and stronger than ever!

SLEGEST (NO)
After Stig Ese left Vreid in 2010 it was time to start
up his brainchild Slegest. The band has an unique
sound mixing together elements from black metal
with doom metal. Slegest's new album, “Vidsyn”,
released through Dark Essence Records, is their
second opus and yet another tribute to various
musical influences. The band can be described as
a Norwegian Black Sabbath with music that are
made to be listen to live at a gig. So check out this
great band when their doomish metal will blow the
speakers at Blå during Inferno Metal Festival 2017!
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Anaal Nathrakh

Samael

Crowbar Infernal War
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ROCKEFELLER

GORGOROTH (NO)
Gorgoroth is one of the early Norwegian black metal
bands and was formed in 1992. That makes this
year their 25 years anniversary in pact with Satan.
Gorgoroth is one of the most notorious bands from
Norway still working in the true spirit of Norwegian
black metal. Classics albums like “Pentagram”,
“Antichrist” and “Under the Sign of Hell” are 
regarded as milestones and the band was sure to
spark controversy over the years with extravagant
live shows. We welcome you to a special blasphe-
mous show at Inferno Metal Festival 2017 when
Gorgoroth celebrate their 25 years anniversary.

SAMAEL (CH)
Samael started out in 1987 in Switzerland. Not 
only will 2017 mark the 30th years anniversary to
Samael, but the band will also release a new 
album. So get ready for a very special anniversary
gig when Samael enters the stage during Inferno
Metal Festival 2017! The band will perform a 
special set featuring material from the first four 
albums, and present new songs from the upcom-
ing album. You all know the classics, like “Into the
Pentagram”, “Baphomet's Throne”, “After the
Sepulture” and “Jupiterian Vibe”, so this will 
definitively be a night to remember. Join the 
celebration and the ceremony of opposites with
Samael at Inferno Metal Festival 2017.

ANAAL NATHRAKH (UK)
Anaal Nathrakh made their debut international
live appearance at Inferno Metal Festival back 
in 2007. Now they will return to the festival an 
unleash their fury once more! This is the sound-
track for Armageddon! Since 1999 the band has
released eight albums and an EP to rapturous ac-
claim. The band has  collaborated with such leg-
endary figures as Attila Csihar (Mayhem), Shane
Embury and Danny Herrera (Napalm Death), Nick

Barker (Testament, Dimmu Borgir), Joe Horvath
(Circle of Dead Children), Sethlans Teitan (Watain)
and so on. Now it's time for their new opus, “The
Whole of the Law”, to be unleashed upon
mankind. A sandblasting assault similar to the ex-
perience of a demented ocular surgeon operating
on your head while riding a rollercoaster through
hell, “The Whole of the Law” marries all of Anaal
Nathrakh's trademark ferocity and against-all-
reason-catchiness with a reinvigorated sense of
focus and insane hatred. Simultaneously fresh
and their most mature creation to date, “The
Whole of the Law” is Anaal Nathrakh at the 
very height of their twisted powers.

INSIDIOUS DISEASE (NO)
Insidious Disease was formed in late 2004 by Silenoz
(Dimmu Borgir) and Jardar (Old Man’s Child) with
drummer extraordinary Tony Laureano (Angel-
corpse, Nile). Later Shane Embury (Napalm Death,
Brujeria, Lock Up) joined the fold to complete the
pounding pulse and rhythm section. The band later
on found their distinct main voice in non other than
Marc Grewe (of former German death metal cult act
Morgoth) to handle vocal duties since his maniacal
screams perfectly fit the rabid sound of the band.
Musically, lyrically and visually the 2010 album
“Shadowcast” is one hell of a ride down to the core
of honest, brutal and violent death metal at its very
best, and should leave no fan of the genre dissatisfied.
The band has been working on the long awaited as
of yet untitled follow up album which will finally hit
the streets in 2017. Expect an even more refined
back to basics groovy old school approach, and
sick, filthy, twisted abhorrence! This will be their
first appearance at Inferno Metal Festival.

JOHN DEE

CROWBAR (US)
Crowbar is an American sludge metal band from
New Orleans, Louisiana, characterized by their

extremely slow, low-keyed, heavy and brooding
songs that also contain fast hardcore punk pas-
sages. Crowbar is considered to be one of the
most influential metal bands to come out of the
New Orleans metal scene. Their slow, heavy, and
brooding style of metal is known to be influential
in the sludge metal, doom metal, and stoner metal
genres. This will be their first appearance at Inferno
Metal Festival, so be sure that you don't miss out
on one of the pioneers of sludge metal!

INFERNAL WAR (PL)
Raw black metal band Infernal War was formed 
in Poland in 1997. Their last album, “Axiom”, was
released in 2015, and is considered a masterpiece
of fans of underground black metal. Infernal War
was supposed to play at Inferno Metal Festival 
in 2011, but for unforeseen reasons that did not
happen. Finally Infernal War will perform at the
festival and this time with more strength and 
power then ever before!

DIABOLUS INCARNATE (ZA)
Symphonic black metal band Diabolus Incarnate
was actually formed in Johannesburg in South
Africa in 2010. Later on the band relocated to 
London in the United Kingdom. Diabolus Incarnate
creates their symphonies first and later making
them into epic furious black metal. This makes
their sound unique within the genre and a must-
see for fans of epic and grand black metal.

TBA

Gorgoroth
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SATURDAY APR IL  15 .
ROCKEFELLER

ABBATH (NO)
Abbath is the band that started up after Immor-
tal's frontman, singer and guitarist, Abbath Doom
Occulta, left Immortal back in 2015. He took with
him the coldness, power and a personality few
can match in the Norwegian black metal scene. 
In 2006 the band released their debut album 
"Abbath” to critical acclaim and was nominated in
the the Norwegian Grammy for best metal album.
Abbath still bears the torch high and it is with
great pride we present him at the Inferno Metal
Festival in Oslo for the first time. Don't be sur-
prised if you get to hear some classics from 
Immortal or Abbath's solo album “Between 
Two Worlds” either.

TBA

PRIMORDIAL (IE)
Irish black metal band Primordial started in 1987
under the moniker Forsaken, covering classics
from bands like Bathory and Venom. In 1993 the
band changed the name to Primordial and in 1995
their debut album "Imrama" saw the light of day.
The band was critical acclaimed from the very
start, but not until 2007, when the release of 
"To the Nameless Dead", hit the streets, the band 
conquered the world. From then on the band has
played in every corner of the world and it is time
for Primordial to return to Inferno Metal Festival
for the 2017 edition!

SLAGMAUR (NO)
With a brand new album called “Thill Smitts 
Terror”, soon to be released on Osmose, Slag-
maur will enter the stage at Inferno Metal Festival
for the second time. For those who were lucky
enough to witness this band live the last time you
know that Slagmaur delivers some scary, dark,
heavy and creepy Norwegian black metal. Don't
expect the band to be ordinary in any way. This

band know how to make the visuals right for the
perfect mood for their weird and creepy kind of
music. Welcome to an extraordinary show with
Slagmaur at Inferno Metal Festival 2017!

JOHN DEE

SVARTIDAUÐI (IS)
Already labeled as "the forefathers of Icelandic
black metal", the youngsters of Svartidauði have
not only become an underground sensation,
they're selling out records and gigs all over 
Europe. Also in America are the sales sky rocket-
ing and gig offers are pouring in. The highly 
acclaimed debut album, "Flesh Cathedral", is 
by many considered a game changer for the 
Icelandic scene – a scene under everybody's
monokkel these days. Their sound can be heard 
in many of the other bands breaking out from that
little ash pile, but none makes intricate Black Metal
like Svartidauði. They have something very unique
to offer, something wild and untamed, mystical
and violent. As for live goes, they absolutely crush
every single time, tight as can be, animalistic,
barbed and vicious, making the audience both
wanna leave in fright and stay in grotesque bliss.

KONTINUUM (IS)
Kontinuum started out under the moniker Pornea
in 2001. In 2010 the Icelanders changed their
name to Kontinuum and two years later their 
debut album “Earth Blood Magic” saw the light of
day. The album received rave reviews across the
board and was voted rock album of the year in
Morgunblaðið, Iceland. Kontinuum started work-
ing on their sophomore album in 2014. A first sin-
gle titled “I Huldusal” was released the same year
and received substantial radio play in Iceland,
while even topping the charts of the island's
largest alternative rock radio station. “Kyrr” hit
the stores in April 2015 alongside the brand new
single “Breathe”. Following the release of their
second album, Kontinuum embarked on two tours

in Germany and performed at several festivals.
Now the band will conquer Norway and Inferno
Metal Festival!

ZHRINE (IS)
Zhrine comes from Iceland and was formerly
known as Gone Postal. Under their former name,
the band has been performing since 2007 and
earned their reputation as one of Iceland's best
live bands. In 2015 the band changed their name
to Zhrine, signed to Season of Mist and released
the furious album "Unortheta" last year. The band
is now ready to conquer the world and for the
very first time they will be playing in Oslo and 
Inferno Metal Festival!

AUÐN (IS)
For all its beauty, Iceland can be a dark place,
where the furious elements rage and teach fear 
– but also inspire human creativity. Hailing from
the village of Hveragerði in the south of the vol-
canic island, Auðn are the latest offspring from
the burgeoning black metal scene in this land of
ice and snow to set their tattered sails for foreign
shores. Unlike the majority of their blackened
brethren, Auðn trade in haunting melodies and
bitterly beautiful atmospheres – as opposed to the
jarring and caustic blunt force trauma that has
brought this remote place in the Northern Atlantic
to the black metal forefront of late, providing a
much needed balance to the darkness. Founded
in the bleak winter of 2010, Auðn will remain to
haunt your starving eardrums until their final
crescendo closes the book on a burnt and 
barren earth.

BAND COMPETITION
The Inferno audience will 
decide the opening act on 
Friday of Inferno Metal 
Festival by voting. Follow our

Facebook page for more information.

Primordial

Kontinuum Zhrine

Nile
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A
bbath is a character in the true sense of the
word as an imaginary creature of harsh

Nordic winters that is superimposed on the person
and musician Olve Eikemo. Over the years, it
seems to have become increasingly difficult to
distinguish the deliberately designed figure from
the man behind the mask in the eyes of the public.
At times, it appears that even his creator might
occasionally blend those two sides of his person-
ality in his own mind.

Infernal Memories

T
his becomes particularly evident, when
the bottomless humour of Olve, a man

of frequent and exuberant bursts of hearty
laughter, shines through the blizzard beast
dominating the stage. If that happens, 
nothing is sacred. A small episode from the
Immortal show of the 2011 edition might illustrate
the point. On spotting a familiar photographer by
the side of the stage, Abbath winks and then
shoves his leather-clad backside into a sparkling
fire fountain for some funny samba moves – fully
ignoring that this hardly complies with pyrotechni-
cal security requirements and also never mind a
full hall of onlookers. Any long-time observer of
this musician will have gathered massive volumes
of such stories to tell.

Yet the life of a musician is not always fun and
easy. "I am still a bit exhausted from the long US-
tour in December", admits Abbath. "Last year was
a mind-blowing experience. We have probably
played more shows already with my new band
Abbath than in the fifteen years before with 
Immortal." And there it is, the moment of truth. 
The split from Immortal was anything but amica-
ble and straight forward. Court proceeding and
harsh words from his ex-band mates, especially

former blood-brother Demonaz would make this a
difficult topic for most musicians, but Abbath just
shrugs. 'It is a long story and the ending was not
right', says the huge man from Bergen calmly. 'A
band needs trust and I had felt alone in Immortal
for a long time. The spirit was just not there any-
more.' After a short clash involving lawyers, Olve
simply send a text-message to his former friend 
of many years, informing Demonaz that he could

have the name and no more legal action. Still,
there are some voices that see the continuation 
of Immortal as some kind of betrayal and for many
it is hard to image the band without its undisputed
face, Abbath. Yet the frontman is not one of the
some or the many. "I have worn the name Immor-
tal on my shoulders for 25 years and I still literally
do", hints the raven-haired vocalist at his giant
back tattoo of the Immortal logo. "But I have no
time to dwell on that. Life is too short. I have
moved on and I am quite looking forward to hear
what they will deliver without me." These are not
the words of someone, who spends his days in
deep regret and bitterness. "Why should I be bit-
ter", comes his immediate reply with a rhetorical
question. "I have married an amazing woman,
whom I am proudly allowed to call my wife. 
There is a great team working with my new band.
Everybody around me has the right attitude. It is
simply more important to listen to your heart and
do what is right than to focus on past issues. 
Immortal will always be a part of me, but now 
I concentrate on Abbath." As if to underline the
point, Olve switches to talk about his current 

rehearsals with his new band that already
related to the making of a follow-up to his

self-titled debut from early 2016. "We are in
good spirits and currently trying out a lot of
new material", reveals Abbath. "It is a crazy

process, but it is important to figure out what
works best. Making music is all about 

sacrifice and we are the real deal." 

Childhood Dreams

T
he veteran musician keeps mentioning the
team and often uses the pronoun "we" instead

of embarking on an ego-trip, which the band
name might easily imply. "I am Abbath, but there 
is more to the band than just me", emphasises the
mastermind and gives special credit to bass-player
and fellow Bergen compatriot Tom Cato "King"
Visnes. "If it were not for Tom Cato, we would not
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“THEY HAVE ALWAYS TREATED US WITH RESPECT 

IN OSLO AND THIS EVENT DOES NOT ONLY MEAN A LOT 

TO US BUT THE WHOLE NORWEGIAN SCENE” 

– ABBATH

AFTER LEAVING IMMORTAL BEHIND, THEIR ICONIC VOCALIST AND GUITARIST OLVE E IKEMO LENT HIS NOM

DE GUERRE TO A  NEW BAND BEAR ING H IS  NAME. ALTHOUGH IN  THEORY A  NEWCOMER, ABBATH WILL  BE

HEADL IN ING TH IS  YEAR’S  ED IT ION OF THE INFERNO FEST IVAL . FOR TH IS  MAGAZINE, THE L IV ING LEGEND

FROM BERGEN SPEAKS ABOUT HIS PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE. By: Gunnar Sauermann

-  WEST  COAST  LEGEND-  WEST  COAST  LEGEND

ABBATHABBATH



be here now talking about the Inferno festival",
Olve continues. "He was there for me, when I
needed support the most." Both musicians have
been performing at the Inferno Festival with 
more than one band over the years, but will now
appear together on one stage for the first time. 
As Norwegians are well aware there is constant
contention between Bergen and Oslo, but that 
often rather comical battle of local patriotism
means nothing to Abbath these days. "We played
the Inferno Festival with Immortal for the first time
as early as 2003", he recalls. "They have always
treated us with respect in Oslo and this event
does not only mean a lot to us but the whole 
Norwegian scene. They care and that makes a
difference. Inferno boss Jan-Martin is a crazy
guy, but in a cool way. It demands respect that 
he has kept the festival going for such a long time,
which is something that other people have yet to
achieve."

Deathmask Entertainment

A
bbath takes it as an honour and obligation 
to hold the headliner slot. "I am very much

looking forward to get back on stage in Oslo", he
claims. "We have not performed there in a long
time and will give our best to kick ass." Being on
stage and playing his songs in front of an audi-
ence is a dream come true for Olve. "I wanted 
to be a rocker when I was six years old", laughs
Abbath. "Other kids wanted to become fire-fighters
or policemen or truck drivers, but I wanted to 
be The Demon. I wanted to be Gene Simmons. 
I wanted to have a band like Kiss." There is another
glimpse of the real Olve in these words, which 
also delivers part of the explanation why Abbath
often displays a sense of self-irony and humour
that is sadly lost with many black metal fanatics,
who believe it is important to stick to some kind of
unwritten rule-book. Abbath's mask, his particular
corpsepaint, poses, and general image is probably

the most parodied all over the internet. Olve has
probably laughed loudest at all the humour directed
to him, which also had the beneficial side-effect
of making his mask iconic. Those who want to
ridicule or even hurt are being ignored. "I have 
no time for hate", concludes Abbath and puts the
finger into the gaping wounds of our current era
of political rage. "I also really do not get racism.
Nothing good has ever come out of stupid ideas
like that. Looking at some of the politicians out
there today, they are not a joke, they are the 
Joker." Yet, neither Immortal nor Abbath have ever
been political bands. Olve's life revolves around
rock 'n' roll. It is his chosen path and passion. Like
his heroes Lemmy Kilmister, David Bowie, Gene
Simmons, and Rob Halford, Abbath will perform at
the Inferno Festival foremost for one great and
valid reason: to entertain us all. Party on!

Abbath plays at Rockefeller Saturday 15th of April.
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Y
ou haven’t played much live in recent years,
but a few gigs have been done, like Wacken

2016. How was playing at Wacken?
- Playing Wacken, which we've done twice

now with Insidious - both times as an unsigned
act actually - has been great! There's not really
any other place where you can get that type of
exposure. Due to various reasons, mostly logistics
and the fact that our 2nd album needs to be a step
up from the 1st, we've had focus on this instead 
of live shows. We need new material to show for
and since Insidious Disease naturally gets 2nd 
priority for me we haven't been able to establish
ourselves as a well oiled machined live act, yet.

How is it to play at a festival, where you have
all those metal fans that are there for this band,
that band and just enjoy music, compared to play-
ing a small club in front of some 300 people who
are there for Insidious Disease?

- We approach every show the same way,
whether it's a club or a bigger festival, there's no
compromise. Obviously there's more international
press at festivals and that's good for a smaller

band like us, but when we do our own club shows
we know people are there to see us and that's 
always an extra boost once we hit the stage.

You will play at Inferno Festival. You’ve played
there with Dimmu Borgir a couple of times, and
now it’s time for some real death metal. So, what
can we expect from Insidious Disease this time?
Some new songs perhaps?

- Yes, absolutely! We premiered a track from
the new album already a couple of years ago live
and we did several new ones at Wacken last
summer too. We're a meat and potatoes type of
band and our goal is to go out on stage and deliver
just that. We don't do anything particular image
wise. Apart from meat and potatoes.

You’ve worked with the upcoming album for

quite a while. What can you say about this album
and when can we expect it to see the dark of
night?

- We're awaiting the cover artwork to be final-
ized as we speak, shouldn't take too long now.
We want to have everything ready with the album
before we go to labels with it. No labels are inter-
ested in hearing 3 song demos from bands any-
more, they want to be presented with the whole
package before they give it a 'yes' or a 'no' 
– which I do understand. This is also another 
reason why we have taken our time, there's no
point in rushing writing an album these days.

Inferno Festival is one you’ve attended to on 
a regular basis. What can you say about this 
festival, and what is it that you like about it?

- Inferno Festival has become the Mecca of 
extreme metal, it's very well run and organized on
all levels. Bands and fans feel welcome and appre-
ciated and well taken care of and during those
days it's really a modern Babylon for all involved!
Playing Inferno Festival is a symbol for your band
that you're really worth something, whether you're
a headliner or a smaller underground band. We all
come from the same place and we share that same
primal energy during those few days in Easter.
We're really looking forward to performing this
year with Insidious Disease - see you down the pit!

Insidious Disease plays at Rockefeller Friday
14th of April.

“INFERNO FESTIVAL HAS BECOME THE 

MECCA OF EXTREME METAL” 

– S ILENOZ

DEATH METAL IS  THE NAME OF THE GAME WHEN DIMMU BORGIR’S S ILENOZ NEEDS TO GET SOME

STEAM OUT OF THE SYSTEM. INSIDIOUS DISEASE RELEASED THEIR “SHADOWCAST” BACK IN 2010

AND AS WE WILL LEARN IN THIS SHORTIE, THEY’RE UP FOR MORE DEATH. MAKE SURE YOU WON’T

MISS THEM AT THIS YEAR’S INFERNO, AS NEW SONGS ARE GUARANTEED.
By: Roy Kristensen Bakland

-  MEAT  
AND 
POTATOES

-  MEAT  
AND 
POTATOES

INSIDIOUS
DISEASE
INSIDIOUS
DISEASE
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S
candic St. Olavs Plass is our new official 
festival hotel. We’ve been guests at this hotel

before, back in the days when it was called 
Scandic Edderkoppen (The Spider.) Since then 
the hotel has been rebuilt and renovated – ready
once again to offer their hospitality to Inferno.
Artists, music bizz, journalists and photographers,
crew and festival goers will gather at Scandic 
St. Olavs Plass. And this time the hotel will be
open exclusively for Inferno guests!

S
candic St. Olavs Plass is located in the city
center, which is approximately a 10 minute

walk from the main festival venue: Rockefeller,
and 15 minute walk to Vulkan Arena. The airport
express train, Flytoget, from Oslo Airport Garder-
moen stops at Nationaltheatret station and is

within walking distance to the hotel. Main street
Karl Johan and The National Gallery (Nasjonal -
galleriet) is just down the street, for shopping and
exploring. The alternative culture
house (and previous illegal squat)
Blitz is just around the corner 
– with affordable vegan food and
drinks. All main sites are at your
feet from this location!

T
he Inferno Music Confer-
ence (IMC) will take place

at the conference hall at the 
hotel, Edderkoppen Scene, and
there will be a metal expo with
exhibitions and stands in the 
spacious lobby area. Join the 

official pre-drinks and afterparty, with DJs in the
stylish art deco bar. The IMC open sessions with
live interviews will also take place here. 

W
e are proud to present some of the founding fathers of the Death/Black/Thrash 
department of cover-art. How many hours have been spent in front of eminent 

album covers of Emperor, Morbid Angel, Dissection, Entombed, At the Gates, Dismember,
Dark Tranquillity and Suffocation. The list is way longer. Seagrave and Necrolord will 
attend the Inferno festival this year with their works.

A
part from the long lived, the art scene is also dependent on contemporary artists.
Here we have the pleasure to present Trine & Kim who have done works for 

Darkthrone, Mayhem, DHG, Solefald, Ulver and many more.

T
he final set-up for this year’s art exhibition is still in the works but we will guarantee
some excellent exhibitions. How about to get some special Inferno cover-signings of

these fantastic artists?

CHECK IN, AND CHECK IT  OUT!  
WELCOME TO THE NEW FESTIVAL HOTEL:
SCANDIC ST. OLAVS PLASS!  

DAN SEAGRAVE  AND 
NECROLORD AKA  KR IST IAN  WÅHL IN
DAN SEAGRAVE  AND 
NECROLORD AKA  KR IST IAN  WÅHL IN

INFERNO HOTEL

ART EXHIBITIONART EXHIBITION
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S
taying up late, and getting up late? No worries,
breakfast is served between 08:00 HRS and

12:00 HRS! Also a tasty menu of dishes is served
day and night in the hotel bar. 

Check out the menu: 

HOTEL MENU

STEAM BUN – COLESLAW & PULLED PORK (wheat, soy, eggs, mustard): 135,- NOK

CHEDDAR GRATINATED NACHOS – SPICY TOMATOSALSA (milk): 99,- NOK

CURRY WURST WITH FRENCH FRIES (soy): 125,- NOK

DIRTY FRIES – PAPRIKA MAYONNAISE, CHEESE (eggs, mustard, milk): 75,- NOK

BURGER – SMOKED CHEDDAR, GRILLED PAPRIKA (wheat, milk, eggs, mustard): 210,- NOK

The menu is served each day between 12-18 and night time 00-03.

INFERNO TATTOO FAIRINFERNO TATTOO FAIR
LIOR CIFER  – “ INFERNUM TATOOS” ,  USA
BENJAMIN MOSS  –  “APOCALYPSE  TATTOO” ,  GERMANY /  USA
CARLOS  AGULAR  – “BLACK  SHADOWS TATTOOS” ,  SWEDEN
JORGE  DANGL  – “MIDNIGHT  HORROR” ,  SWEDEN
MARK WEATHERHEAD  – “RE INKARNATION”  ,  GERMANY /  UK
ARPAD ORBAN – “TATTOOS  BY  ICON” ,  NETHERLANDS
L INN THERES  – “MYTHOS  TATTOO” ,  NORWAY
JORGE  F IDELMAN – “999  TATTOO” ,  NORWAY
MICKY  BENAVIDES  – “YOU  GONNA LOVE  I T” ,  NORWAY
MARTIN  GUSTAFSSON – “LUCKY  7  TATTOOS” ,  SWEDEN
FABIO  MARAVALHAS  – “LUCKY  7  TATTOOS” ,  NORWAY /  NETHERLANDS

O
nce again, Inferno Tattoo Fair welcomes 
all to join the Black Easter celebration at

Rockefeller Music Hall! Started as an experiment
nine years ago, this event has become an integral
part of the festival, hosting high-class international
tattoo artists, performing their skills for 3 days in
row at the main venue.

T
his year, the standard will be taken over by
such inspiring tattoo artists as:

During the festival period from April 9th to
April 17th Scandic St. Olavs Plass offers
rooms at these rates:
Single room: 
NOK 990,- per night including breakfast 
Double room: 
NOK 1.090,- (NOK 545,- each person) per
night including breakfast

Add ons / up grades (extra price per night):
Extra bed: NOK 200,-
Room with terrace: NOK 200,- 
Business room: NOK 300,-
Suite: NOK 600,-

Important: We expect all rooms to be sold
out. So avoid disappointment and book your
stay now!
Scandic St. Olavs Plass
St. Olavs plass 1
0165 Oslo
tel. + 47 23 15 56 00
www.scandichotels.com  Choose hotel and
details. Add booking code: BINF090417

Any questions? Fire away at: + 47 23 15 50 00

GET A 
ROOM 
WILL YA!
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B
ack in good ol’ 2001, Borknagar headlined
the first Inferno Festival. Guitarist Øystein

tries to remember that first show at Inferno’s 
initial happening. As it turns out, he remembers
a bit more about the gig five years later. 

- To be quite honest, I don’t remember much
from the first Inferno Festival apart from some
bits and pieces. I remember it was our first time
playing at the Rockefeller stage, I remember Jens
was heavily involved in the organizing and did an
interview on national broadcast where he had to
face accusations of fucking up the Easter-feeling
for a priest in Oslo (ha ha ha), I remember Asgeir
Mickelson (ex-drummer) was doing the poster
with a drawing by Lise Myhre (draws Nemi). How
our gig was back then, I can’t recall, not even
slightly. But when doing the gig in 2006 I remem-
ber I was impressed of how big and professional
the whole event had become, and we had
a good time both off and on stage.

Jens (guitars) remembers a stressful 
Inferno when we were much younger 
than today.

- The thing is, I don't really remember
most of the performances I've done. When
I enter the stage I enter my "stage-bubble" to do
my thing and I guess the focus makes it hard to
separate one concert from another. From 2001 I do
remember all the fuzz and stress before and after
as I was also in the 
festival management. This was a special occa-
sion, and playing at Rockefeller was a big thing
that first time. There were so many friends and
acquaintances all around and I really didn't have
time to talk to any of them, something that both-
ered me during the weekend. We were also 
anxious about the ticket count as we didn't really
have any financial security if the festival flopped,
but by the time Borknagar entered stage (as last
band of the festival) I already knew that our feet
were dry, and I was probably lowering my shoul-

ders quite a bit. The 2006 performance was quite
different. Officially I wasn't even in the band at
that time, but I "returned" once a year for a con-
cert. The 2006 one was just a regular concert, 
but with a weird flavour to it due to this.

Lazare (keyboards, vocals) loves the idea of
this institution called Inferno Festival!

- I remember the all-consuming involvement
everyone had for the festival, and the love for the
music and the community. To be able to arrange a
festival based on our shared musical heritage in

the middle of Oslo, was a dream come true. 
Jens did one hell of a job setting up what is now
an annual, traditional event, almost at the level 
of becoming an institution.

How do Borknagar work to avoid repeating
themselves yet keeping this identity? Øystein 
explains the force behind writing new music.

- Great question as I am not sure if I have a
proper answer. But since I started to toy around
with ideas about this band back in ’93-ish, I was
very determined to create a musical expression
that was beyond or aside any musical label, wave
or whatever. That’s also why I initially came up
with the name Borknagar, which is a fully con-
structed name, as I wanted to have a band name

that didn’t frame us in any specific direction. In a
way I wanted to make an own musical universe,
in reality my own little bubble of musical indepen-
dence. This “philosophy” has been the foundation
of my/our work ever since. I have always tried to
challenge and push myself musically, and just that
is my driving force. To me that makes music alive
and interesting. For me music is pretty much like
life in general; you don't achieve anything by 
going in circles, it's straight out pointless. Music
should be an adventure.

Personally I think the line-up you have 
today is top notch, and “Winter Thrice” is a
brilliant album. Having such a good album

released last year in mind, how do you
manage to select tracks that give the band
a great time as well as making it enjoyable 
to the audience?

- Thank you sir! Well, first and foremost we
play the songs we urge to do live ourselves.
That's where it starts. But of course, we also con-
sider the overall approach in terms of old and new
songs. After all, people spend money to see us 
so we always try to find a formula that might be
interesting, entertaining and so forth. It's all about
finding the right balance I suppose. After 20+
years we have a quite distinct notion of which
songs work better than others in the live environ-
ment. “Colossus” is such a song; we simply can't
do a show without that song. The audience would
feel betrayed. The same goes for songs like
“Oceans Rise” and a few others. Personally
speaking I love playing good old songs like “Uni-
versal”, “Icon Dreams” amongst others. But lately

“WHAT I  REALLY LIKE WITH THE INFERNO FESTIVAL IS  THAT 

IT  HAS BECOME SO MUCH MORE THAN JUST A FESTIVAL” 

– ØYSTE IN  G . BR UN

NOR WEG IAN  BORKNAGAR  IS  A  SAFE  BET. THE  BAND’S  IDENT ITY, W ITH  GREAT  SONGS  AND  

MULTIPLE VOCALS, WAS HELD INTACT WITH LAST YEAR’S “WINTER THRICE”, A  BRILL IANT ALBUM

THAT  SPUN  THE  HEADS  OF  INFERNO FEST IVAL . IN  OTHER  WORDS , A  NECESSARY  AND  WELL  

DESERVED BOOKING FOR THIS YEAR’S EASTER. By: Roy Kristensen Bakland
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S
ince then Slidhr has been pretty active, releas-
ing music on a fairly regular basis and playing

live quite often, something J. Deegan, the man be-
hind the band, said he wasn't interested in doing a
few years back. So, what changed?

- That's correct, I had absolutely no interest in
playing live back then. Most of the live experi-
ences I had were bad and Slidhr was almost an
escape from all of that. If you were to tell me back
then that Slidhr would one day tour Europe and
play as far as New York I never would have be-
lieved it but here we are.

There came a point where recording just 
didn't feel like it was enough, I wanted to bring
the music to life in a different way. Perhaps 
animating the monster? Working with excellent
musicians has made the transition possible,
though. Finding suitable members is not an easy

task, I am very lucky in this regard.
As a live act, what is it you want the audience

to experience? On the other side, as a member of
the audience what do you seek in bands?

- When a live performance goes as it should,
there is an energy that is hard to equal. Playing
music does send me into some form or altered
state. If some of the audience taps into that ener-
gy well then you can't really ask for anything
more. It's not likely that this will happen, but
maybe for some. As an audience member myself it
almost never happens but when the energy is
there and all elements are in place it is magic. It's
a dreamlike state. It also depends on the artist of
course, some music is simple entertainment but
others are much more.

Now before we finish this short talk I want to
ask you about your lyrics as they are not of the

usual "glorify him" track that has been a very pop-
ular theme in black metal. Do you ever get any re-
action from listeners concerning that? No one has
rung you up badly needing to talk through the
lyrics of "Awaiting the Knife"?

- Lyrics should be honest. They should come from
a real place. The shallow use of occult symbolism
and plastic Satanism is laughable, 99% of the bands
who use these images and lyrical themes have ab-
solutely no genuine knowledge or interest in these
subjects. Perhaps the honesty in Slidhr's lyrics will
render us uninteresting to some plastic Satanists but
that's no bad thing. When listeners contact me to
ask about specific lyrics or song titles I am happy to
elaborate as long as the interest is genuine.

Slidhr plays at Parkteateret Wednesday 12th of
April.

IN  2006  A  RELAT IVELY  UNKNOWN SL IDHR H IT  THE  SCENE  WITH  A  CASSETTE  RELEASE  THROUGH 
DEBEMUR MORT I  PRODUCT IONS. IN  2007  AND IN  2008  TWO MORE RELEASES  SAW THE  L IGHT  OF  DAY
THROUGH TWO OTHER LABELS , A  SEVEN INCH THROUGH N IESSEDR ION RECORDS AND THEN A  SPL IT
ALBUM WITH  REB IRTH  OF  NEFAST  THROUGH END ALL  L IFE  PRODUCT IONS. THEN, FOR  F IVE  YEARS, 
ALL  WAS S ILENT  FROM THE  BAND UNT IL  THE  BAND'S  DEBUT  ALBUM, “DELUGE” , WAS RELEASED.
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the song “Winter Thrice” has proven to be a damn
fine live song, both for us and for the audience.

What is it with this festival that you like, Øystein,
since it’s the third time (if I’m not mistaken) that
you spend some Easter-time in Oslo?

- Actually this will be the fourth time we do 
Inferno, if I remember correctly. The very first 
edition, in 2006, in 2012 when Garm joined us on
stage and now in 2017. So yeah, been around a
few times. What I really like with the Inferno festi-
val is that it has become so much more than just 
a festival, it's more like a huge happening with all
kinds of activities, meetings and so on. 

Lazare thinks that it’s an intimate festival in the
middle of town, which gives it some interesting
dynamics. He usually attends the festival when
he’s not playing too. He adds that it feels like a
tradition now and I definitely agree. I can’t really
see an Easter the next 30-40 years without Inferno
Festival. I wasn’t there in 2005, and that was a
grave mistake. Jens has also had to skip one year.
But never again!

- I think there’s only been one year where I wasn't
able to attend any of the days. Easter is indeed
not a time of year I do out-of-town activities like
so many do in Norway. There’s a very special 
atmosphere in Oslo with all the metalheads 
dominating the city image, an image that is of a
very slowed down town due to bank-holidays and
so many actually leaving Oslo. Take out all the reg-
ular people and put in a couple of thousand metal-
heads and you get a very different city image. 

Making an album with all the writing, recording

and afterwork is one thing. And then you play live.
What does that one to one and a half hour mean to
you compared to the lengthy process of making an
album? Some musicians say that playing in front of
a lot of people is the real reward, since there is
not, after all, that much money to make from play-
ing metal these days … Øystein begs to differ.

- Hmm … Well, to be honest, to me the process
of making an album is the real shit. That's the rea-
son why I still do this – and will keep on doing this
till I am physical unfit to play my guitar. In that re-
spect everything else is secondary. But of course,
being able to travel, perform the songs, meet fans,
friends and maybe even earn some pennies is a
great and very welcomed side effect so to speak.

Looking back at 10 albums now, what is it that
has motivated Jens to keep on going throughout
the years? What is the definite highlight thus far,
aside from “Winter Thrice”?

- So many people want to be in the music 
industry to become rich and famous. To keep it
going for two decades I can assure you that the
only motivation that works is a nerdy interest for
music. Recognition and response from the listen-
ers has also become a factor over the years, not
to be confused with commercial success. If we
never heard a single positive word about our work
I expect the motivation would dwindle. The high-
lights boil down to the spectacular adventures.
For me personally the performance last summer
on the main stage of Wacken was that kind of moment.

Øystein goes back to his previous reply, where
he told us that the process is the real shit.

- The passion of creating music! That is really
what keeps me going. Since the very beginning of
the band I have always had a very firm grip on what
is most important – the music. As a musician/band
there are shitloads of ups and downs, conflicting 
interests, lack of money and what not. So I early on
realized that if I should be able do this in the long
run I needed to preserve the love of making music 
– to keep just that sacred no matter what. I don't do
anything that might compromise it, no matter how
much money is on the table or how big the com-
mercial interests might be. Talking about highlight's
… There has been some to be quite honest, as I 
really didn’t aim or expect all this back in the days
when we stared out. Each and every album we do
is truly a highlight to me, and nothing really beats
that. But playing at the mainstage of Wacken last
years was definitely one of those highlights I will 
remember for a long time. Those highlight's pile up
over the years. But when you ask for a definite
highlight, I need to take a look back. Actually I think
that must be when Robert Kampf from Century 
Media called me out of the blue one evening back
in the late '95 or early '96 – and offered a deal. Not
really because of the deal and all that, but at that
moment I kind of realized that this was about to 
become serious. I was not just a kid playing around
anymore, this could very well become a career of
mine. That realization will probably remain my 
definite (musical) highlight till the end of times.

Borknagar plays at Vulkan Arena Wednesday
12th of April.
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A
lthough metal is by default not the most 
gentle and calm form of music, Red Harvest

manged to earn a quite fearsome reputation for
adding another dimension of loudness to their
sound. After starting out as a thrash band, the
Oslo based five-piece gradually morphed into 
an industrial act. The remaining two founding
members, vocalist and guitarist Jimmy "Ofu Khan"
Ivan Bergsten and bass-player Thomas Brandt,
assembled a hard-hitting line-up that was boosted
by keyboarder and programmer Lars "LRZ" Sorensen.
In the early years of the Inferno Festival, Red Har-
vest were an expected and celebrated constant.
They headlined the John Dee on Saturday at the
first edition in 2001, and performed in 2003, 2007,
2008 as well as at the legendary Inferno London
event in 2005. Then they split.

Metal 
Economics

F
ollowing month 
of inactivity, Red

Harvest quietly dis-
banded without much
of an explanation in
2010. 'There was hardly anything to say', openes
Ketil "Selveste TurboNatas" Eggum. 'We did not
split out of broken friendship or such reasons. 
The band had just come to a point, where it had
developed into a bad business and all that stress
killed the joy for us. We therefore decided to call
it a day.' At the time, the ongoing transformation
of the music industry had started to hit labels and
musicians hard. CD-sales dropped dramatically,
digital and later streaming services had not yet
pushed rampant online piracy back, and the 
specific situation in Norway added further 

complications. 'In this country, you are basically
forced to run a band like a company', adds the
guitarist. 'All the book keeping turned us into 
accountants instead of being musicians. It was
hard enough, but at the end of a tour after paying
the crew there was never enough money and
some of us had already families to feed.' Kids and
touring are hard to balance out as many artists
find out the hard way. This made it even more 

difficult for Red 
Harvest to get on

the road. 'Tensions
within our group

were rising', 
remembers Ketil,
'and although we

had already started 
working on a new album, we reached the conclu-
sion that we would be better off quitting than
starting to hate each other.' Economic pressures
of a rapidly changing industry had found another
victim. Here the story of Norwegian Industrial
could have ended. Its two main proponents 
Mysticum and Red Harvest were both gone by the
end of 2010 – with no heir to the throne in sight. 
In a world of rising post-black metal, experimental
black metal, avant-garde black metal, and what-
ever else black metal, that particular Norwegian
amalgamation of industrial elements with black 
influences seemed to have no place anymore.

Rise of the Veterans

T
he end? Not yet. Mysticum were the first to
return to the front. They first surprised the

world with the release of 'Planet Satan' in 2014.
Next the trio delivered a mind-blowing show at
last year's Inferno Festival. A month earlier, Red

Harvest had hammered out a fantastic reunion
show in Bergen. 'We did not have any plans for 
a comeback', Ketil reveals. 'We were asked by a
festival and we gave it a shot by gathering for 
a rehearsal. It felt just great to be together and
make music again. We had a blast.' Red Harvest
are taking it easy and decide carefully which and
how many concerts to play. 'Maybe we will even
record that album now', muses the guitarist. 
'We have some ideas, but we need to have more
rehearsals, before anything definite will emerge.'
Life has placed other obstacles in the path of the
band. All members have left Oslo and some the
country. 'We used to live 500 metres apart from
each other – drinking, rehearsing, and fighting,
before Grünerløkka became Oslo's hipster quarter',
says the musician. 'Yet this city is still our mental
home and we did not hesitate for a second, when
the Inferno Festival asked us to perform for the
sixth time. It will be a special show – for the audi-
ence and for us with a ton of classics and maybe
even a new song.' Ketil is aware that the yearly
gathering at Easter has changed since Red Har-
vest performed there last in 2008. 'Four days
seemed impossible to fill back in the early days',
he recalls. 'It is also not all about black metal 
anymore, which means that it will be easier for 
us to fit into the broader stylistic horizon.' 

T
here is nothing to worry about. Red Harvest
have always been a fan-favourite at this festival.

Expect to get crushed by this second homecoming
of Norwegian industrial metal. Welcome back!

Red Harvest plays at Vulkan Arena Wednesday
12th of April.

“IT  WILL  BE A SPECIAL SHOW – FOR THE 

AUDIENCE AND FOR US WITH A TON OF CLASSICS 

AND MAYBE EVEN A NEW SONG” 

– KET IL

RED HARVEST ARE BACK. AFTER SPL ITT ING-UP IN  2010, THE NOR WEGIAN INDUSTRIAL

METAL ICON REFORMED TO PLAY A  COUPLE OF  SHOWS LAST YEAR. THE IR  RETURN TO

THE INFERNO METAL  FEST IVAL  PROMISES NOT JUST  A  HEALTHY DOSE OF  NOSTALG IA

BUT A TRIUMPHANT HOME COMING TO OSLO.

-  BLACK  
MECHANICS
-  BLACK 
MECHANICSRED HARVESTRED HARVEST

By: Gunnar Sauermann
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Metalheads Against Bullying is an official support group to the Oss Mot Mobbing (OMM) organization. MAB's main 

purpose is to help engage,in making the metal and rock community specifically, grow more awareness concerning

bullying in any shape or form. Bullying is not restricted to any age group. Many of us have experienced harassment 

– and still do, maybe some of us have even been the perpetrator and may still do it to others – sometimes even not

being aware of it? OMM and MAB have taken a firm and rigid stand in this matter and is of the opinion that it is

extremely important we start focusing on this issue now. Those of us who live and breathe for Metal and Rock 'n Roll

have become synonymous with being a little different, many of us know the feeling of being treated disrespectfully

simply just because of how we dress or the way we share this strong passion for music and certain lifestyle. We are a

true symbol for not following trends – therefore it's important that we turn our backs to the trend that is bullying! All

proceeds from the sales of MAB merchandise go directly to the Oss Mot Mobbing organization in support of their work

against bullying, harassment and discrimination. Take a stand and support us today!

Find us on facebook. facebook.com/groups/779871042082282/
Visit our stand at the Rockefeller music hall during the Inferno Metal Festival

Whant to know more about Metalheads against bullying?
Please contact Leif Munkelien at tel:+47 95792993 or mail: leif.mun@gmail.com 
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PRIMORDIAL
– QUAL ITY  OVER  QUANT ITY

G
ods To The Godless” was recently released
and from what I have seen, the response

has been great. You know, naming this alongside
“Live After Death”, “No Sleep ‘til Hammersmith”
and “Decade Of Aggression” is noteworthy and
fully deserved.

- “Well, I wouldn’t exactly mention the album
alongside those, I just said that these were impor-
tant albums to us growing up. There is a kind of
nostalgia and romance involved in making a live 
album and this played a part in being able to do
this. I mean, the industry is a microcosm of how
things were back in 1981 of course, so how impor-
tant it is in the grand scheme of things I don’t really
know, but I think it’s a cool document for fans of the
band and maybe an interesting place to start if you
have never bothered with us before. Yet there’s no
deep dark secret to the album. Maybe the most 
important thing for me is that there are no overdubs
at all. Not one! It’s actually completely live.

You played at Inferno Festival back in
2007 and it’s really great to have you back
now in 2017. What can we expect from the
concert, any surprises up your sleeves?

- Well, I’d like to think we are a more
powerful band than back then so hopefully
everything falls into place and we have a
strong show. You are right, it’s been ten
years. Strange to say but the years go by very
fast. As for surprises this really depends on the
set length, realistically we would like at least an
hour so we can play a few more curious ones
since 45 minutes only really gives a band like us 
5 songs. I might sing in tune, this would be a 
massive surprise I guess.

When people speak about Primordial playing
live, the Irish band is always talked about in a
most positive way. I have seen the band six times,
if memory serves me right. However, it’s not a 

secret that Naihmass Nemtheanga seems to get
95 % of the focus, while the rest of the band stick
to their guns and seems somewhat happy about it.
How do you regard the responsibility you have to
make every performance count?

- I’d like to think things have calmed down from
the old days when we didn’t have a sound man.
I’d like to think we have stepped up on all levels.
Well, I mean I think we are still hungry, we don’t
take things for granted in the live situation and I
believe you need to approach every show with
the respect that not only the crowd but the work
you put into the songs deserves. I guess it’s a bit
like a Mercyful Fate kinda situation but the guys
do their thing. They aren’t really the guys who
would be entirely happy being in the spotlight in
this way so it works out fine in the end with this
balance. Yeah there is pressure, the bigger the
band gets and the more money people pay to see

you so I guess a lot does depend on me. But I like
it! In the past maybe it got to me in the shape of
drink or drugs or nerves, but we have grown and
learnt and I accept it now as a musician, whereas
before things were a bit different. I don’t think I’m
ever 100% satisfied but if the crowd is into it then
this is the main battle.

How much time do you actually spend on 
Primordial? I guess you also spend a lot of time
writing and listening to music. With the increasing
lack of attention span from people in general,

shouldn’t Primordial release a full-length like
every year now …?

- That’s an interesting question. Sometimes 
we do nothing for months creatively, we don’t 
rehearse, etc. But I am always answering emails,
taking care of the business side of things I sup-
pose. Yet when we are all in together for an intense
weekend of airports, vans, soundchecks, back-
stages, signings, playing and stuff then it’s a 24-7
thing. When we making music it’s on my mind a lot,
and far away when I’m not, ha ha.  Primordial will
never be an album per year band. Forget it!

You have played festivals, tours, clubs and what-
not. When playing at a festival, where you know
there will be quite packed (like at Inferno 2017
when Primordial do the magick), how do you work
to make the gig as great as possible, knowing that
many are there just to hang out, others to await
their favourite bands and then you have those who

know every word of every lyric you’ve done?
- I just approach it in the way that every

show you should make the people who love
you, love you more, make the haters hate

but own the songs, own the stage and own
that moment. It sounds like a cliché but it’s
a transferral of energy and hopefully emo-
tion so it should be a ritually charged mo-
ment where we are all within the songs. 

That’s the best I can say really …
What else will you do during Easter 2017 aside

from the concert? You know, Inferno Festival 
always have these events and stuff … Perhaps a
quiz, ahem …

- There’s a quiz? Then I’ll win! Other than that,
see old friends, make some new ones, see old 
enemies, make new ones, drink your shitty over
priced booze. Who knows …

Primordial plays at Rockefeller Saturday 15th of April.

PRIMORDIAL
– QUAL ITY  OVER  QUANT ITY

“WELL,  I ’D  L IKE TO THINK WE ARE A MORE POWERFUL BAND 

THAN BACK THEN SO HOPEFULLY EVERYTHING FALLS INTO 

PLACE AND WE HAVE A STRONG SHOW” 

-  NEMTHEANGA

OUR IR ISH FRIENDS HAVE PLAYED AT INFERNO PREVIOUSLY. NOW, TEN YEARS LATER, THEY’RE GOING TO RULE THE STAGE ONCE AGAIN. S INCE 2007, THEY

HAVE RELEASED TWO L IVE ALBUMS AND TWO GREAT FULL-LENGTHS, WHICH MEANS THAT WE WILL MOST L IKELY HEAR CLASSICS SUCH AS “EMPIRE FALLS”

AND “THE COFFIN SHIPS” ALONGSIDE MORE RECENT GREATNESS. NEMTHEANGA (VOCALS, LYRICS)  KEEPS US UPDATED.
By:  Roy Kristensen Bakland
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F
urze, Tangorodrim, Whip and Nachash! Hell
yeah! What can we expect to see and hear

with such bands? And why should people come to
Pokalen when so much is going on this evening?

- The two first bands for the night, Whip and
Nachash are two up-and-coming Oslo-bands that I
am sure we will see more of in the future. While
Whip have been around for almost 10 years, they are
only now starting to really show their ugly grindcore-
head to people outside Oslo/Norway with a brand
new EP called "Repulsion and disorder" under their
bullet-belts. Nachash is a fairly new Oslo-band that
has caused quite a lot of attention lately after their
debut EP "Conjuring the Red Death Eclipse" got great
reviews and got them hand-picked to do shows at
festivals like Live Evil Berlin and Metal Magic in Den-
mark last year. What makes this night at Pokalen
stand out from the crowd is certainly the two last
bands Tangorodrim and Furze. Tangorodrim have
been lurking in the deep underground for over 20
years now and have 5 albums behind them, but have
only made one live-appearance through all these
years and that was a local gig in Israel in 2013. So,
we are very proud to be able bring Tangorodrim over
to Norway for a very exclusive show! Unless some-
one is travelling from Israel to this years Inferno Fes-
tival, I dare to say that no-one attending Pokalen this

night have ever seen Tangorodrim live before! Finally,
the icing on the cake will be an extended long gig
from Furze to top it all! Similar to Tangorodrim, Furze
has also been around for over 20 years and have
hardly ever played live. Only two local gigs in the
Oslo-area has ever happened, so this will be the first
chance for a bigger audience from all over the world
to witness Furze on a stage. And: Furze will play a 90
minute long show! In other words; we have a very
exclusive line-up this night and especially those trav-
eling from outside Norway will be able to witness
something you do not see on every venue around in
Europe every month. We will also have a Great
Northern Distribution stand at the venue, where you
can find old and new releases, and of course releas-
es and merchandise of the bands playing that night.
We think this is the best day, he he.

What else is going on with The Great Northern
Distribution these days?

- The Great Northern Distribution is a co-opera-
tion between six underground record-labels based
in Oslo – and together we have well over 100 re-
leases that has been spreading its ugly wings
around the world. We constantly work to make
new deals, distribute our music releases all over
the world, release new music that we like and ba-
sically work very hard to keep supporting the ex-

treme music that we all live and breathe for. As al-
ways there are plenty of interesting new releases
planned on the six labels for the rest of 2017 and
we are also looking into some interesting deals to
make it as easy as possible for people outside
Norway to get their hands on our releases. The
main point is to release great music, distribute
great music and support the bands as best we
can. And this is what we do every day, every
week, every month – all year. No rest for the
wicked. Beside this all in TGND are involved in
metal in other areas too, some play in a band, oth-
ers organize concerts. And there is the metal shop
Katakomben. All this fits well in The Great North-
ern Distribution! We have many great plans.

Except from your own bands. What else are you
guys looking forward to see during Inferno 2017?

Sverre: Venom Inc, Carcass, Red Harvest,
Samael and Abbath!

Kenneth: Carcass and Venom Inc!

THE GREAT NORTHERN DISTRIBUTION STAGE IS  NEW TO INFERNO METAL FESTIVAL, AND WILL BE HELD AT POKALEN.
WE GOT IN TOUCH WITH SVERRE ROKSETH FOM FRESH TEA AND KENNETH T ILLER FROM APOCALYPTIC EMPIRE
RECORDS TO LEARN MORE ABOUT WHAT WILL HAPPEN THERE.
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S
arkom, Slegest, Hail Spirit Noir and Sulphur
should be awesome at the Dark Essence

stage. What can we expect to see and hear with
such bands?

- Some high quality metal delivered by top
notch live acts spanning the blacker range of the
Dark Essence Catalogue. From Psychedelic Black
Metal delivered by Greek Hail Spirit Noir, to
Slegest's signature brand of blackened hard rock,
progressive black metal with Sulphur and more
orthodox and infernal BM from Sarkom.

And why should people come to Blå when so
much is going on this evening?

- Because the best stuff and the nicest people are

always to be found at Blå on Easter Wednesdays.
Except from your own bands. What else are you

looking forward to see during Inferno 2017?
- It is always a great opportunity to hook up

with old friends and catch up. Apart from that, and
our bands, I have the highest expectations for Red
Harvest and Primordial. I had the pleasure to be
run over by the wall that is Red Harvest on their
return show last year, and I'm eager to repeat the
experience.

THE BERGEN BASED RECORD LABEL DARK ESSENCE RECORDS WILL AGAIN PRESENT THE BANDS AT BLÅ AT 
THE INFERNO CLUB NIGHT. WE ASKED BJØRNAR EREVIK NILSEN FROM DARK ESSENCE TO GIVE US SOME MORE
INFORMATION ON WHAT TO EXPECT.

THE BERGEN BASED RECORD LABEL DARK ESSENCE RECORDS WILL AGAIN PRESENT THE BANDS AT BLÅ AT 
THE INFERNO CLUB NIGHT. WE ASKED BJØRNAR EREVIK NILSEN FROM DARK ESSENCE TO GIVE US SOME MORE
INFORMATION ON WHAT TO EXPECT.

WELCOME TO THE CLUB NIGHTWELCOME TO THE CLUB NIGHT
By: Runar Pettersen
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D
eus Mortem, Whoredom Rife, Slidhr and
Darvaza! That sounds like a killer line-up.

What can we expect to see and hear with such
bands? And why should people come to Park-
teateret when so much is going on this evening?

- All four bands are rare to see, especially in
Norway (all four debuting in Norway at this very
event), and the quality of each band are second to
none. It's going to be a night to remember, that's

for sure, and that’s also one of the reasons why
it's called what it is: "A Night Of Unholy Black Sor-
cery". The title not only speaks for itself, but is
loosely based on the legendary event "A Night Of
Unholy Black Metal" featuring Darkthrone, Satyri-
con, and Dissection who all helped shape the
genre we partake in today. That event also took
place in Oslo back in 1996 and to this date consid-
ered the most legendary lineup ever. I doubt we'll
get the same status but let's see, maybe we have
some surprises up our sleeves.

"Extreme music for extreme people. Are you
morbid?" - If so then this is the place to be, If not
then you have other options.

What else is going on with Terratur Posses-
sions these days?

- Lots of new releases shaping up and some
long sold out titles will be available again. I'm not
telling what those new releases are as I like to
keep the cards close to my chest, but I can tell

you already I'm working hard to have some new,
exclusive releases available at the Inferno Festi-
val. Another reason to attend the TP event, in case
you needed one.

Except from your own bands. What else are you
looking forward to see during Inferno 2017?

- Carcass even though I don't like anything after
the early 90ies, Possessed as I've never seen
them, Samael to see if they still suck as hard as
last time they played your fest, Venom Inc. be-
cause they're simply amazing live, Primordial is al-
ways good live, Crowbar since I've been a fan for
20 years and they disappointed me at Roadburn so
here’s hoping, Slagmaur as they completely blew
everyone, including myself, away in Oslo last time
they played, and Azarath and Infernal War be-
cause they're hands down amazing both on
record and on stage.

TERRATUR POSSESSIONS STAGE WILL BE AT PARKTEATERET AT THE CLUB NIGHT OF INFERNO 2017. 
WE GOT IN TOUCH WITH OLE A. SVENDSEN AUNE FROM THE LABEL TO GIVE YOU A L ITTLE B IT  OF INSIGHT.

TERRATUR POSSESSIONS STAGE WILL BE AT PARKTEATERET AT THE CLUB NIGHT OF INFERNO 2017. 
WE GOT IN TOUCH WITH OLE A. SVENDSEN AUNE FROM THE LABEL TO GIVE YOU A L ITTLE B IT  OF INSIGHT.

TERRATUR POSSESSIONSTERRATUR POSSESSIONS

Bands at Vulkan Arena are presented by Inferno
Metal Festival.
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S
o, playing Inferno. What can we expect from this gig, now that you a few
concerts in your bellies?

- When it comes to live shows I’m personally never sure what to expect
myself to be quite honest, since there is always some element of unpredict -
ability in the live setting. Our goal, however, is to perform our music with
passion and fire, and to assault the audience with our blackened heaviness.
Those who live shall see.

I take it for granted that you’ve written a new song or five since you 
made the demo. Being on the demo, I guess it had a bit success, with the 
CD coming out after a while and a vinyl being at the pressing plant still. 
Were you surprised by the acclaim?

- Yes, we will enter the studio in February to record six new songs that
will constitute our debut full-length, to be released on Shadow Kingdom
Records sometime this year. Three of the songs have been in our live set for
some time, however. As far as our EP goes, we appreciate that it seems to

resonate with some people. We stand behind it and see our debut LP as a
logical extension of what began on “Conjuring The Red Death Eclipse”.
Nothing more, nothing less.

You’ve played live regularly. How does playing live affect the music that
you write? Some bands are plain studio bands, other make music that must
be able to be played in front of a live audience. Do you in any ways think
about such things when you make new music?

- The music takes whichever for it chooses, so the songs are not made
specifically to work well live. They simply take that form. I do see perform-
ing as an essential part of what we do, so having our songs work in such an 
environment is a benefit, but, as stated, not an intention.

How has your eventual development been since the EP?
- Dark and heavy black metal with our own peculiar touch.

Nachash plays at Pokalen Wednesday 12th of April.

NACHASHNACHASH
NORWEGIAN DEATH/BLACK METALLERS NACHASH TOOK THE UNDERGROUND BY
STORM WHEN THEY UNLEASHED THEIR EP UPON US BACK IN 2015. “CONJURING 
THE RED DEATH ECLIPSE” PROVED TO BE NOTEWORTHY S INCE IT  HAS BEEN RELEASED
ON CD LAST YEAR AND WE WILL ALSO GET HOLD OF THE V INYL THIS YEAR. 
A. (GUITARIST/VOCALS)  TELLS US THAT THERE IS  MORE BLACKENED HEAVINESS
HEADING OUR WAY LATER THIS YEAR.

NORWEGIAN DEATH/BLACK METALLERS NACHASH TOOK THE UNDERGROUND BY
STORM WHEN THEY UNLEASHED THEIR EP UPON US BACK IN 2015. “CONJURING 
THE RED DEATH ECLIPSE” PROVED TO BE NOTEWORTHY S INCE IT  HAS BEEN RELEASED
ON CD LAST YEAR AND WE WILL ALSO GET HOLD OF THE V INYL THIS YEAR. 
A. (GUITARIST/VOCALS)  TELLS US THAT THERE IS  MORE BLACKENED HEAVINESS
HEADING OUR WAY LATER THIS YEAR. By: Roy Kristensen Bakland
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*  = Inferno venues and bars

SCANDIA ST. OLAVS PLASS
During the Inferno Metal Festival our official 
hotel, Scandia St. Olavs Plass, will be packed with
action. This is where you'll get your wristband and
all other information. Pre-parties every day from
12.00 with kick ass metal from the best DJs in
town. Also Inferno Music Conference activities
will be happening at the hotel. So you don't have
to go far to get the party started.
St. Olavs plass 1.
www.scandichotels.no/hotell/norge/oslo/scandic-
stolavsplass/

ROCKEFELLER MUSIC HALL 
& JOHN DEE *
Rockefeller opened way back in 1986, now cele-
brating 30 years, and is the most used concert hall
in Norway. The venue got gigs almost every day,
hosting everything from small artists to world fa-
mous bands. From basement to the roof we will
have 11 bars open, hosting everything from
stands, tattooing, art, hang-outs and more. 
Rockefeller is the main stage for the Inferno Metal
Festival, and right below in the same building we
got the smaller stage called John DEE.
Torggata 16. Age limit: 18 years.
www.rockefeller.no

VULKAN ARENA *
Vulkan Arena is a concert venue and with a 
capacity of 700 people it will be the main stage
during Inferno Metal Festival's club day. The
place is perfectly located close to our other
venues Blå, Revolver and John Dee, and got the
smaller club stage Pokalen in the same building.
The venue has a great stage and good sound, 
so it is the perfect place for our club day.
Maridalsveien 17. Age limit: 18 years.
www.vulkanarena.no

POKALEN *
Pokalen is located on the ground floor in the 
same building as Vulkan Arena and is one of
Oslo's hottest places for gigs at the moment. 
It is a perfect club for both underground bands
and smaller gigs to take place. It has a nice 
intimate atmosphere and the much largest 
stage is just up the stairs from Pokalen.
Maridalsveien 17. Age limit: 20 years.
www.pokalenpub.no

PARKTEATERET *
Parkteateret is one of Norway's oldest cinemas
dating back to 1907. Later on the cinema has been
rebuilded as a concert venue. The venue is large
and it is easy to see the stage from wherever you
are standing in the room because of the slanting
floor from the days when it used to be a cinema.
Møllergata 32. Age limit: 20 years. 
www.parkteatret.no

BLÅ *
Blå has almost close to perfect location in an old
factory next to the nice river called Akerselva.
Original started Blå out as an jazz club many
years ago – but has over the years had their stage
filled up with artist from all kind of genres. It is a
popular venue during Inferno, where the bands
from Dark Essence will show you how it is done.
Brenneriveien 9c. Age limit: 20 years.
www.blaaoslo.no

REVOLVER *
You will find the club Revolver just around the 
corner of Rockefeller. You have the regular bar 
on the first floor and in the basement you will find
the venue for the gigs. Like last year Revolver will
have the last gig at Revolver for those who are
hungry for more metal after the doors are closed
at Rockefeller.
Møllergata 32. Age limit: 20 years.
www.revolveroslo.no

AYE AYE CLUB
This piracy themed bar
is the place to go when
you want to eat some
good food while listening to hard rock and 
heavy metal. The menu is prepared by the famous
Norwegian punk rock chef Mona Halvorsen, who
has written the cook book “Godsaker med guts”
and used to sing for the punk rock band Meduza.
The place got a nice bar with good beer, drinks
and heavy metal.
Storgata 9. Age limit: 20 years. 
www.stuntsquad.no/ayeayeclub/

KNIVEN
Kniven is the place you must visit. The metal pub
might be small, but it got a big heart. Here you will
find great DJs from the metal community every
weekend and a find bunch of regulars to keep the

metal spirit alive. The bar is perfect located just
around the block from Rockefeller and is an 
excellent place for both vorspiel and nachspiel
during Inferno Metal Festival.
Bernt Ankers gate 5. Age limit: 23 years.
www.knivenbar.no

ROCK IN
In this sub-level pub you can hear all kinds of 
metal. Rock In is the most popular and largest
metal club in Oslo and has been around for more
than a decade now. The staff is nice and good-
looking and makes you feel at home. Rock In also
have very nice prices on beverages and serves
The Trooper for all you real metalheads.
Øvre Slottsgate 10. Age limit: 20 years.
www.rockin.no

USEFUL PHONE 
NUMBERS
• Ambulance – 113
• Police – 112
• Fire dept. – 110
• Tourist information – 81 53 05 55
• Taxi – 02323, 02202 and 08000
• Gardemoen airport – 81 55 02 50
• Torp airport – 33 42 70 00
• Scandic St. Olavs plass – 23 15 56 00
• Rockefeller – 22 20 32 32
• Operator / Phone info – 1881

OSLO GUIDE
VENUES, PUBS & RESTAURANTS
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STORES
KATAKOMBEN
Katakomben is a record store downtown in Oslo
that focus on extreme metal and mostly vinyl. The
store is a combination of three Norwegian under-
ground labels, Duplicate Records, Apocalyptic
Empire and No Posers Please, coming together 
to deliver the good stuff in a physical old school
record store. This is a sure place to visit if you are
a collector of metal.
Youngstorget 6. 
www.katakomben.no

THE GARDEN
Vinyl store with a great selection of metal 
records in two floors. First floor is packed with
new items for your collection, while the basement
is reserved for second hand vinyl and CDs. You
can find The Garden in both Oslo and Tønsberg.
Skippergata 33. www.thegarden.no

TIGER
Tiger is an independent record store in Oslo that
started up in 1996. Their main focus is under-
ground music, punk and DIY-culture, but you 
can also find a lot of metal records here. Tiger is
located right across the street at the south side 
of Rockefeller, so it should be easy to find. Tiger 
is also home of the record label Fysisk Format.
Hammersborggata 18. www.tigernet.no

BIG DIPPER
Big Dipper is all about vinyl. Mostly new vinyls is
for sale here, but also record players. Big Dipper
has a good selection of metal and hard rock.
Møllergata1. www.bigdipper.no

NESEBLOD RECORDS
If you want rare stuff, like old black metal demos,
first pressings and other collector items, this is

the store for you. The shop is small – but the 
selection is great. This place is the closest thing
to a black metal museum you'll ever find. The
basement might be the most popular place to take
pictures for black metal tourists around the world.
You know where it is located, don't you?
Schweigaards gate 56.
www.neseblodrecords.com

Note that all normal stores are closed in Norway
on Thursday and Friday during the Easter, and the
following Monday. So if you want to save some
money on food and alcohol, go to the grocery
store on Wednesday to stock up. There are some
grocery stores that are open every day, also 
during Easter, but keep in mind that you cannot
buy alcohol in any stores during holidays. 
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T
here is no band like Slagmaur, there is no
music like Slagmaur. Be ye warned!

The band looks set perform in the US prior to
Inferno.

- Yes, begins the General. We’re going to play 
in New York, at St. Vitus, but it almost didn’t come

together. You know, getting visas for every mem-
ber was a living hell of an experience. Back and
forth and back and forth, and in the end we were
granted the necessary paperwork, on the condi-
tion that we were going to do some recordings in
a studio over there. It was out of the question to
get a working permit. So, when we finally got the
green light, we had to pinch ourselves to truly be-
lieve it, because we were on the brink of giving up. 

You have made big plans for the show at Inferno.
Can you tell us a little to help whet our appetites?

- There are no major secrets to reveal. We don’t
do our thing to gain new fans, because we don’t
give a fuck about them. The important thing to us
is that those who come to watch us play, our fans,
will get a really amazing, really solid show. We will
bring along an authorised team from our part of
the world (Fosen), to join us in the celebration of
“Thill Smitts Terror”. Inferno has agreed to our
terms and ideas, and the festival is very positive
about the show we want to put on. We don’t think
anything like this has been done during a metal
concert before. Welcome to our witch-hunt! We
will hang two people on stage, as well as perform
a real witch burning. An actual person will be 
given to the flames in something that’s called “full
body burn”, conducted by Team Action from Fosen.
We will also make the narrative of the track “Hek-

seskritt Og Djevelritt,” in which a witch begins to
fly during her trial, come to life. This will look mag-
nificent, since we will use professional equipment
that has been used in magic shows and theatrical
productions like Peter Pan.

If all plans come through, I have a feeling that
Slagmaur’s concert will stand tall next to last
year’s insanity, namely Mysticum. Do we dare to
believe that the plans really will stand the test of
time (read: three months)?

- We are working with all the necessary appli-
cations and permits. A full body burn can normally
be done for 20 seconds before the fire must be 
extinguished. The time schedule is extremely
strict, since a two second delay can result in third
degree burns. Team Action is work on making the
burning last for 44 seconds, something we fully
applaud. Watching somebody actually burn for
that long will probably feel like eternity. You know,
it’s real fire! You can rest assured that we will still
play our songs when things are going on around
us, since we do the necessary rehearsing. We just
hope the land of Oslo will allow us to go all in and
make a show like this. You know, the age of
church burnings are behind us. Now it’s time to
burn Inferno! 

Slagmaur plays at Rockefeller Saturday 15th of April.

By: Roy Kristensen Bakland

SLAGMAURSLAGMAUR
HAVING PERFORMED ON THE SMALLER STAGE DURING INFERNO 2015, GENERAL GRIBBSPHI ISHER AND CO.
ARE BACK TO SET THINGS TO RIGHTS IN 2017. WITH A SPECIAL SHOW ON THE HALLOWED INFERNO MAIN
STAGE ALREADY BOOKED AND THIRD ALBUM “THILL SMITTS TERROR” SCHEDULED FOR A SPRING RELEASE
(FEBRUARY, IT  SEEMS) , 2017 LOOKS SET TO BE F ILLED WITH MORE HAUNTING NORWEGIAN INSANITY,
COURTESY OF SLAUGMAR.
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THE  WITCH!
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